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DEVIALET ACCELERATES                                  
SAM® TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT 

 
 

P a r is ,  F r a n c e ,  J u ly  2 3 r d  –  Responding to consumer voting from thousands of users for their favorite 
speakers, Devialet has extended the list of loudspeakers supported by its unique SAM® technology with 11 
new models in the past 2 weeks, bringing to an impressive 30 the number of loudspeakers models than see 
their performance transcended by SAM®.  
 
Two months after revealing at the Munich High End Audio Show its second major technology - named SAM®, 
for Speaker Active Matching - Devialet keeps on increasing the number of speaker models that benefit from 
this breakthrough technology.  
 
15 loudspeaker brands  are already supported, including prestigious names like Magico, Vivid Audio, Kef, 
Bowers and Wilkins, Focal, Wilson Audio, Sonus Faber… From Kef’s best-seller LS50 to the prestigious Magico 
Q3 , Wilson Audio Sasha 2 and Bowers and Wilkins 800D, Devialet products featuring SAM® allow to reveal for 
the first time the full potential of any high-end loudspeakers. 
 
A website, voteforsam.devialet.com, has been created to allow users to vote for the speakers they would like 
to see benefit from the technology first. The list of ‘SAM ready’ loudspeakers can be found on that website, as 
well as on Devialet’s Facebook page in a slideshow form. 
 
SAM is in demonstration at most of the 300 Devialet dealers worldwide. Store locator on www.devialet.com. 
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About SAM® 
 
SAM® stands for Speaker Active Matching. This complex digital processing enables all Devialet products to be 
precisely matched to a particular pair of speakers. It is, in effect, a form of bespoke audio tailoring, to ensure 
the amplifier exploits the full potential of the speakers. 
 
This is made possible by the unique internal architecture of Devialet products, with their state-of-the-art 
ADH® amplification technology, and powerful digital ‘brain’. SAM® enables Devialet’s power amplifier to feed 
the attached loudspeakers with a specific signal, computed in real time and without any latency to drive them 
optimally. This ensures that the acoustic signal produced by the speakers is an exact replica of the audio 
signal on the recording, while at the same time protecting the speakers against mechanical overloading, or 
electrical overheating.  
 
In order to achieve this, Devialet engineers have to measure and characterize the complete behaviour of a 
loudspeaker (including crossover, speaker driver, acoustic load), with its non-linearities, so as to create a 
virtual image of the real loudspeaker, running in real time on one of the Devialet DSPs. 
 
Devialet has set-up a business unit of 10 people dedicated to SAM®, mostly specialists in signal processing, 
acoustics and electronics. A specific acoustic laboratory as well as a logistics platform have been built at 
Devialet headquarters in the heart of Paris, so as to acelerate the pace at which loudspeakers get measured 
and modeled, before being added to the SAM® database.  
 
Making the loudspeaker characterization process faster through automation, as well as designing a 
transportable version of the measurement tools, are part of the ambitious program that aims at having the 
200 most popular loudspeakers on the market made SAM® compatible by Christmas time this year. 

About Devialet 
 
Devialet was formed in December 2007 by four partners, all musicians or music lovers with impressive track 
records as entrepreneurs in the fields of electronics, design, marketing and business strategy. Using a 
revolutionary amplification technology called ADH® (Analogue Digital Hybrid), which delivers the best 
measurable audio performance on the market, Devialet’s ambition is to change the audio reproduction 
market forever. 
 
In 2010, then an unknown Parisian company with only seven employees, Devialet created a tremendous stir in 
the high-end audio market with the introduction of its very first product, the D-Premier. An audio platform  
including HD streaming, compatible with any source or speaker, with ADH® amplification at its core, this 
product combined revolutionary performance with a distinctive, elegant and luxurious design.  
 
In November 2012, Devialet announced a capital increase of 15M€/$20M, with four key entrepreneurs from 
the IT and luxury industry. In total, the company raised 18M€/$25M between 2010 and 2012.  
The D-Premier evolved into a complete range of products that extends from the Devialet 120, providing 120W 
per channel at 0,001% distortion (4990€), to the superlative Dual Monoblock Devialet 800 developing 800W 
per channel at 0,00025% distortion (22900€). A complete audio system including compact speakers, the 
Devialet Ensemble, is also proposed at 6990€. 
 
The now 75 employees strong company tells 45 engineers and reinvests 80% of its revenue in R&D, which 
makes Devialet the most R&D intensive audio company today. With 68 patents or patent applications filed, 
more than 30 awards in only 4 years since its first product hit the market, as well as countless rave product 
reviews and appearances in the media, Devialet is already recognized as the most innovative high-end audio 
company worldwide. 
 


